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$1400 ESTIMATED PROFIT FOR SENIOR "BOUTIQUE"

Dr. Dalrymple will Discuss LSD and Birth Control Pills

Fences May Be Painted Green Or Replaced by Paved Paths

By Barbara Brindon

Controversy about the painting of fences and the replacement of fences with paved paths continues. Joyce Newman, initiator of a petition to replace fences with paved paths, said that the controversy would continue until the issues were clarified. She added that she hoped the College would provide a forum for discussion of the issues.

POLITICAL GROUPS PLAN FOR DEBATE, NIXON APPEARANCE

by Maria Pellegrini

Planning both a political forum and a campus-wide appearance by Richard Nixon and a Viet Nam debate were announced by the Young Republicans and Young Democrats early last week.

Former V.P.-President Richard M. Nixon will speak in New London on Saturday, October 22 at 5 p.m., with a lecture at 8:30 in Fanning. Sessions are scheduled for the next ten days, during which time it is collected at 350 signatures per day.

This petition has been tabled (Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)

21 Newly Elected House Presidents To Assume Office

Names of permanent house presidents were announced following elections held during the week in the College's 21 dormitories.

The newly elected officers will hand in their resignation to the President of the House. Most of the freshmen president of the house will be elected on the first day of school. The petition is signed by many students registered at the state house meeting.
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A MAN'S OPINION
by michael

The male college student has in recent years taken an increased interest in the female of his opposite sex counterpart. I am, of course, talking about computer-matched dates. In our world of increasing specialization, even the dating habits of our generation are being subjected to objective scientific methodology. The concept of an "ideal date", or the "ideal girl", is looking more and more at the male must be able to define his ideal date in terms of specific variables. Even if he is not fully aware of the particular questionnaire which are used lacks sophistication that has been greatly increased.

There is an air of respectability to the computer date, but also includes the "myth" that somehow the male knows what he wants in the ideal woman, and through computer matching he is increasing his chances of finding that woman.

It is increasingly valuable experience merely to change a variable experience similarly.

Editorial

Think Twice

A pettite calling for reading week overnight sign-ups privileges is now under consideration by the House of Representatives. At first glance the proposal seems to offer exactly the freedom we read some good books and integrate the material of our courses. It is a time to stop memorizing and start thinking.

Letters to the Editor

To the Editor:

Kudos

My sincerest congratulations for being selected to be one of the "Conn Girls." The kit can "make the Conn Girl." The kit can...

Distorted Picture

To the Editor:

I appreciate your attempt to demonstrate that Junior Phi Beta Kappa scholars are not grinds (Conn Census, October 10) but feel that you have painted a somewhat distorted picture. In addition to your online lives, we do find plenty of time for studying. I am thus writing to correct the impression that I have worked very hard at Connecticut College and am also quite familiar with the French department have been in-...
THE WEEK IN PICTURES

PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS: Visiting the College on Alumni Weekend were Susan Wyndheim, left, and Gail Winston, both of Newton, Mass.

HALE TO THE ODDESSEY - Bookshop Manager Robert D. Hale looks over Boutique merchandise from Oddessey Imports of New York City.

SOPHOMORE LEADERSHIP - Headtable guests at Sophomore Class Banquet were Emily Davis, class president and Dean Gertrude McKeen.

WEDNESDAY TEA in Larrabee - From left, Pat Bethel '68, Phyllis Benson '68, Kathy Hamilton '68.

FRIDAY NIGHT MIXER: Who's who, what's what?

LES ETUDIANTES FRANÇAISES DE KNOWLTON are, from top, Roberta Ward, '68, Jean Hoerner, '69, Nathalie Chasseresse, hostess, Karin Sullivan, '68, Molly Shasman, '69, Shelagh McLean, '69, Delores Badelouve, '69, Judy Golab, '69, and Maria Reichardt, '70.

SOCIOMETRY STUDENTS attending seminar in Personality and Culture are, from left, Robin Frost, Mariam Bauer, Judy Cressy, Mrs. Kerr, and Sandy Ridell.
WASHINGTON INTERNS BENEFIT FROM
Six Foreign Students Discuss
EXPERIENCE IN GOVERNMENT JOBS

"Gained Understanding" Looking at the summer as an extension of her work, Maria Varela noted that she gained a greater understanding of foreign programs and was able to enter the field of foreign training in the nation's capital.

The Projects Division of VISTA within the Office of Economic Opportunity was the area of internship for Leslie Freidin. Stapled and typed in the Operations Room, a place in which people take care of government and field support are dealt with.

"...it was not a "typical" situation for her. Maria has noticed the "difference between things you see here and things you see at home." Her plan for the future includes attending graduate school, possibly to study in the United States. Her greatest problem, Maria explained, has been her difficulties in conversational English, although she had studied the language formally for eight years. Last weekend, Mitsuko attended a meeting in Hartford and Middlesex counties. She has attended two other meetings in the state, the first of which was in Northampton last month.

Varela, who is interested in the field of biology, is a recent graduate of the American University in London. She plans to study in the United States. Her greatest problem, Maria explained, has been her difficulties in conversational English, although she had studied the language formally for eight years. Last weekend, Mitsuko attended a meeting in Hartford and Middlesex counties. She has attended two other meetings in the state, the first of which was in Northampton last month.
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Crowded Stacks in Palmer Indicate Need for Expansion

by Jacqueline Earle

Any observant student who spends time in the stacks at Palmer Library must have noticed the increasing amount of books on the shelves, which is directly proportionate to the decreasing amount of space for these books.

This space problem arose for a number of reasons, all related to the continuous large number of books which Palmer Library is receiving this year.

Miss Johnson Reports

According to Hazel A. Johnson, College librarian, the library has a collection of 900,000 volumes and 135,000 pamphlets at the end of the 1964-1965 fiscal year. The library subscribes to and received 913 periodicals and newspapers.

This past fiscal year, 1965-1966, the library housed over 218,576 volumes, and 139,963 pamphlets. Palmer also received regularly 1,007 periodicals through gifts and subscriptions.

Through the Library of Congress, under Public Law 480 the library is receiving a number of rare publications from India, Israel, Pakistan, and Egypt. The main source of the large influx of books this year, however, is the $5,000 government grant which the Connecticut College Library, as well as many other college libraries, received this year.

Faculty Seeks Books

The money was divided among the different academic departments of the college, with the faculty selecting the books. Orders had to be in by June 30.

When the college opened this September, a large number of these books were arriving.

Miss Johnson commented, "We certainly moved in the order department this fall, with the sale of a few books which had not yet to be catalogued."

The problem is being needed.

Now, as the books are ready for the stacks, there is need for more space.

"During the summer, we moved a great number of books up to the fourth level to prepare for the space," said Miss Johnson.

"We are also at present adding a few shelves for more room."

"However, we are not fast, and we understand that there may be additional grants in education, which will mean increasingly crowded stacks," Miss Johnson predicted.

Top Shelves Used

The top shelves of the stacks, because, are being used more now than in any other year.

In comparing Palmer to other college libraries, Miss Johnson said, "We compare very favorably with the younger colleges," but she explained that the age of Connecticut must be remembered.

For plans for enlargement, Miss Johnson has high hopes, and stated that the project has been discussed.

Plans for More Space

In a recent article, "The Palmer Library Today," the Connecticut College Alumnae News spoke of plans for "increased study space for students, more stack space for books and journals, more working space for the staff, and better facilities for handling micro-reproduc- tions and newspapers."

The building addition would consist of an extension of the east and west wings.

The Alumnae News stated that the size of the building would be doubled, providing temporary space for lecture rooms, seminar rooms, and faculty offices, space which will gradually give way to stacks as the book collections grow.

PROFESSOR OWEN SPEAKS ON HISTORY OF VICTORIAN LONDON

by Gail Goldstein

When Professor David Owen first began his research on urban history, a British friend exclaimed, "At least you won't have to worry about someone else getting there first."

Last week at the Henry Wells Lawrence Memorial Lecture, Professor Owen apologised for what he considered "the innate dullness of his subject."

His approach to the subject was far from dull. After making some pointed comments on the books which had been dis- organized nature of metropolitan government in Victorian London, Mr. Owen said he found evidence of debates at "the drop of an h."

"Looking back from the twen- tieth century summit of taxation, (at least I hope it's the summit), he continued, "the problems of the nineteenth century councillors in raising money look almost minor."

The history scholar was well versed in English literature. Mr. Owen quoted Dickens to describe the conditions of local government in the Victorian era.
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Dazzle the opposition

Read The New York Times every day and expound knowingly on world affairs, politics, sports, the arts.

For campus delivery of The New York Times at low college rates, get in touch with:

PEGGY KEENAN
BOX 1353
PHONE: 443-9170

The New York Times
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VESPERS
John David Maguire, assistant professor of religion at Wesleyan University, will speak at vespers, Sunday, October 23, at 7:00 in the chapel.

An original "freedom rider," Mr. Maguire was imprisoned briefly in May, 1961, in Montgomery, Alabama, his native city, for challenging segregated terminal facilities.

He is a member of the advisory board of the Northern Student Movement Coordination Committee for Civil Rights and the Connecticut Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. He was also a member of the advisory committee for the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

In 1953 Mr. Maguire graduated Phi Beta Kappa from Washington and Lee University. He was a varsity athlete, student leader, and winner of the Haverford Award for outstanding undergraduate contributions to university life.

Upon graduation, he attended the University of Edinburgh, Scotland, for a year as a Fulbright Scholar. Returning to the Yale Divinity School, he won every major academic prize before graduating summa cum laude in 1956.

He was arrested his F.D.R. in 1960 from Yale graduate school, and then became assistant professor of religion at Wesleyan.

Paris Rive Gauche, Parisian Group,
To Present French Folksongs, Poetry

Paris Rive Gauche, a group of singers from Paris, will present folklore French songs and modern poetry on Monday, October 17, at 8:30 P.M. in the Herbert Wells Auditorium at Central Connecticut College, New Britain.

Mrs. Nelly Murstein, assistant professor of French, recommends the program as "a very French thing."

The stars of the Paris Rive Gauche are publicized as the most exciting performers in Paris today. Their selections will range from 13th century French folk songs to modern works by Jean Genet, Louis Aragon and Jacques Brel. Poems by Charles d'Oeun and Charles Ronsard will be read, along with songs, ballads and poetry in French and English, set to music.

All tickets are $1.50. There are no reserved seats for the one performance -For ticket information call 235-0351, Ext. 311.

Fences (cont. from pg. 1) until it is determined through the poll that a substantial number of students object to the fences. "The only interest in the number of people who will use the alternative to the fences, and not the great, stated Joyce.

According to Joyce, President Shain stressed that even if the fences are removed, students will not be allowed to walk on the grass but instead must use the paved paths.

Cabinet Considers Revision of After-Eleven Sign-Out Policy

by Phyllis Benson and Sue Dorman

"FT" Book regulations stating that "a student may not leave her dormitory, sign out, or change her sign out after 11:00 p.m." were discussed at last week's Cabinet meeting.

Emily Davis, sophomore class president, questioned these regulations and said that several students had complained to her about them. Student Government president Carol Freedman said this policy was initiated before students were allowed out until midnight. She added that someone once asked her, "If you decided to leave, was it assumed that it was for illicit purposes?"

Heather Woods, Chief Justice of Honor Court, will investigate this question and then present a petition to Cabinet.

Reading Week Petition

Gia Melfiandino, Speaker of the House, announced that the Reading Week petition will be reopened and changed to two petitions, one concerning curfew and the other sign-outs. Carol said she found some valuable suggestions concerning Reading Week in the minutes of Cabinet meetings from the last three years. Other topics discussed included: Alleged neglect of transfer students after their initial welcome; A suggestion to place the weekly activity calendar in faculty mail boxes; Margaret Marshall said that Religious Fellowship is trying to get a priest on campus to hear confessions.
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Cottage tweeds... nubby niceties with the disciplined tailoring

that's indelibly John Meyer. Good little Gild suit in cottage tweed $45. Allied with the little Dome has $9. And the mini-bag (in shetland) $12. Alternate associate, the Bennington wool dress in cottage tweed $32. Shell in white plaid $7. Printed shirts-Bermuda collar or tucked button-down—from $8. In red oak, spruce, barley, hickory, heather, skipper and ginger.